
 
DESIGNER 
NIC HYL

NAGER

Learn more about how 
Nager By Nic gets such a 

great fit! 
on her new resort wear & 
swimwear brand and making 
it in fashion in New York City.  

PHENOMENAL FIT

RESORT WEAR & SWIMWEAR

@NAGERBYNICHYL

Making every woman feel 
beautiful, is our mission.

THE BEAUTY IN 

EVERY WOMAN 



O U R  F I T  

Nager by Nic Hyl goes through a fitting

process that is tried and true. Before a

new style is ever released, the team at our

New York office each gets a sample and

we go test ours out at the beach, in the

sun, washing it and living in it. This ensures

us that when you get it, there's no suprises

on the quality or fit of your suit.  

     While we're in the technical process,

we use our master pattern making skills, 

knowledge of the body, and great fabric

to get you the best fitting pieces.

D E S I G N E R  N I C  H Y L  

New York Based designer Nic Hyl's

emerging brand, Nager By Nic Hyl is born

out of her Caribbean heritage and

Floridian roots. Nic's namesake brand,

Nager By Nic Hyl (Nager; French for "to

swim"), is born our of her love of water,

swimwear and the lifestyle that comes

from a beach life.  

 

Nic's fashion career started when she

worked for such names as Norma Kamali

and Ralph Lauren. Nic combines that

training, with her design ashtetic to create

a unique lifestyle brand. 

www.nagerbynichyl.com

WEB

@NAGERBYNICYL

INSTAGRAM 

WWW.TIESIDESANDSCOOPS.COM

BLOG 
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B E A U T Y  I S  

I N C L U S I V E    

Nager by Nic Hyl believes that every

woman is beautiful, truly. To that end,

we've mae it our mission to work towards

that goal so that this dream of ours can

be a reality.  

 

How will we do this? By making swimwear

that meet the needs of various types of

women so that she can see herself

represented. A small, but necessary step in

feeling that one's beauty is valuable, and

thus valid. 

http://www.nagerbynichyl.com/

